The paper introduces a novel 2-Stage model for multiclassifier system. Instead of gathering posterior probabilities resulted from base classifiers into Level1 data like in the original 2-Stage model, here we separate data in K Level1 matrices corresponding to the K base classifiers. These data matrices, in turn, are classified in sequence by a new classifier at the second stage to generate Level2 data. Next, Weight Matrix is proposed to combine Level2 data and predict label of observations in test set. Experimental results on CLEF2009 medical image database demonstrate the benefit of our model in comparison with several ensemble learning models.
Introduction
Combining classifiers to achieve low error rate has received much attention in recent years. Many state-of-art algorithms had been introduced and have been applied successfully to a variety of data sources. However, there is no one best combining algorithm. One algorithm may outperform others in some datasets but underperform in others.
Duin [1] summarized six strategies to build a combining system with good performance. The objective of these strategies is that "the more diverse the training set, base classifier and feature set, the better the performance of the ensemble system". The idea behind this approach is to decrease the correlation between input training sets, between base classifiers, and between feature sets. The six strategies include (a) different initializations, (b) different parameter choices, (c) different architectures, (d) different classifiers, (e) different training sets, and (f) different feature sets.
Here we focus on strategy (d). It is suggested that the base classifiers should come from significantly different approaches. The training set is shared among all base classifiers to generate posterior probability corresponding to each class and classifier. Ting [5] developed Stacking algorithm where the training set is divided to nearly equal disjoined B part. Each plays as test set once while the others plays as training set so all observations in the original set are tested once. Output of Stacking is the posterior probability that each observation belongs to a class according to each classifier. The set of posterior probability of all observations is called Level1 data, and Level0 data refers to the original data.
Let us denote the set of classes by { } j W . Kuncheva [3] summarized three output types of a classifier of an observation X as:
• According to the above definition, Fuzzy Label is more applicable in our study since each posterior probability component reflects the support of a class to an observation. Note that possibilistic label can be transformed to Fuzzy Label by normalizing ( | )/ ( | ) 
whereas Level1 data of i X is defined:
** symbol in (2) has error. Kittler [6] presented six combining rules namely Sum, Product, Vote, Min, Max, and Average. These Rules are simple in calculation and in several datasets they reach lower error rate than that of the base classifiers. Ting [5] proposed Multiple Response Linear Regression algorithm (MLR) to combine posterior probabilities of each observation based on sum of weights calculated from K linear regression functions. Kuncheva [3] applied Fuzzy Relation to find the relationship between posterior probability matrix (2) and Decision Template for each class computed on posterior probability of observations and its true class label. Metz [7] combined Staking, Correspondence Analysis and KNN in a single algorithm called SCANN. His idea was to find the relationship between rows (include all observations) and columns (include classification results of all classifiers). Todorovski proposed Meta Decision Tree [8] [9], a Decision Tree on Level1 data. It is different to the ordinary Decision Tree as at each node it chooses a classifier to classify instead of selecting a value to split.
Besides, a coarse 2-Stage approach was introduced by Benediktsson [10] in which he uses two base classifiers, namely a Neural Network (NN) classifier and a Gaussian Maximum Likelihood (GML) classifier in the first stage and another NN classifier in the second stage. If both base classifiers agree, observation is classified to their agreed class. If they do not agree, the observation is rejected. All rejected observations are collected and classify with a second NN in the second stage. This approach reached good results with several datasets although it is not general enough in most situations.
A 2-Stage combining model was published in [11] in which K different feature vectors extracted from an object is classified by K base classifiers respectively. However, extracting more than one feature vector is not always possible in most situations. In this case, one can use Stacking. In the first stage, a dataset is classified by K base classifiers though Stacking to obtain the Level1 data. Next, the Level1 data is classified by a new classifier (denoted by C). This kind of model has two benefits. First, Level1 data usually has low dimensions compared with Level0 data, for instance, the D -feature vector of an image (Level0 data) may have more dimension than that of Level1 data, D M K > × [15] . Moreover, Level1 data can be viewed as a "scaled result" in
by K base classifiers so it would have more discrimination ability than Level0 data.
In this work, we propose a new 2-Stage model that has better performance than the original 2-Stage model of [11] . In Section 2, we introduce the architect of our 2-Stage model and present one combining algorithm based on weights. Experimental evaluations are conducted on CLEF 2009 medical image database using the proposed model. Finally, we summarize and propose several possible developments for our model.
Proposed Model
In the original 2-Stage model, the posterior probability results from base classifiers are grouped together into a single vector and this vector becomes the feature vector for C. In our approach, we separate the posterior probability results into K Level1 data correspond to the K base classifiers, which are then classified by C in the second stage. After that, the K posterior probability results given by C are combined to give the final classification. Our idea is based on Strategy (e) in Section 1 where K Level1 data can be viewed as K different training sets. Our objective here is to increase the diversity so as to decrease the correlation between input training sets. The proposed model is illustrated in Figure 1 .
In our model, Level1(k) of all observations from the th k classifier is a N M × -posterior probability matrix
while Level2 data of individual observation X is defined by: • Store Level2(j) data of Level1(j) j=1,K End
Figure 1. The proposed 2-Stage model 3 Combining Algorithm
It is reasonable to assume that the contribution of each base classifier on combining result would not be the same since some base classifiers would be better suited to the classification problem and would contribute more to the combining result. Hence, we propose one combining algorithm where the weights of base classifiers on C are different. Here we are inspired by the idea of MLR introduced by Ting [5] .
Our idea is to expand the Sum rule [6] 
N K × Level2 posterior probability matrix of 
Let the label vector be: 
Our objective is to minimize the distance between sum (6) and true class label of all observation in training set. So from (7) and (8) we have a system of equations:
, we have M system of equations in total. Solving each of them individually by non-negative regression we will have all columns vectors of Ψ During testing, we compute M sums based on Ψ :
and class label of test X is predicted by: 
Experimental Results
We conducted experiment on CLEF 2009 database, a large set of medical image collected by Archen University. It includes 15,363 images allocated in 193 hierarchical categories. In our experiment we choose the first 7 classes and the entire 10 classes where each has different number of images (TABLE 1) . First, we perform some pre-processing like histogram equation and then, feature vector is extracted. Here LDA, QDA and Naïve Bayes are chosen as base classifiers and C is KNN (with K set to 5, denoted as KNN (5)). Histogram of Local Binary Pattern (HLBP) [15] is extracted as feature. The results of the experiment are summarized in TABLE 2 and 3.
We performed 10-fold cross validation by dividing the dataset into 10 nearly equal disjoined parts. Each part plays as a test set once while the others play as the training set. To ensure objectiveness, we run the test 10 times so we have a total of 100 test outcomes.
Statistical Toolbox in Matlab2013a is used to develop our model. In our assessment, we compare the error rates of 4 approaches: best result from base classifiers, Direct Model (classify by KNN (5) To sum up, Weight-based combining algorithm outperforms Direct Model, original 2-Stage mode and best result from base classifiers. However, Level2 data of test set as well as that of original Level0 data need to be generated in the Weight-based algorithm, as a result, computation cost increases.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have introduced a novel 2-Stage model with Weight-based combining algorithm. Experimental results on CLEF2009 database demonstrated the benefits of the proposed model compared with Direct Model, original 2-Stage model and Select Best. In particular, combining based on weights in second stage outperforms all other benchmarks. Our model is general in that we can use different base classifiers and classifier C, as long as these classifiers are diverse enough so as to decrease the correlation between K Level1 matrices.
In future work, we will study other combination strategies on Level2 data to further improve the performance of the proposed 2-Stage model. In addition, we will also look at applying classifier or feature selection methods to our 2-Stage model.
